
Mon 

Writing Edit 

Improve this sentence:  Mr. Twit ate Bird Pie.   Use an adverb. 

Word Types 

Pick out the 2 verbs and 2 adverbs in this sentence: 

Sleepily, Peter walked into the kitchen and wearily ate his porridge. 

Plurals? 

toe 

hoof 

Prefixes 

(Un- or Dis- or Re-  in front of these to mean the opposite?) 

connect 

tidy 

Punctuation 

Re-write THIS STATEMENT SENTENCE using capitals, full stops… Can you hear where comma goes 

when you read It aloud? 

david was looking forward to his birthday in july 

New Vocabulary 

Find the meaning of this word: 

rarely 

Tues  

Writing Edit 
Improve this sentence: The Roly-Poly bird flew.     Use an adverb from the list 

Word Types 

Pick out the 3 adverbs in this sentence: 

Cautiously and carefully, Robert picked up the model he had built well. 

Plurals? 

roof 



wife 

Prefixes 

(Un- or Dis- or Re-  in front of these to mean the opposite?) 

apply 

trust 

Punctuation 

Re-write THIS QUESTION SENTENCE using capitals, full stops… Can you hear where comma goes 

when you read It aloud? 

where on earth did you find those jammy dodgers david 

New Vocabulary 

Find the meaning of this word: 

drench 

Wed 
Writing Edit 
Improve this sentence:  Muggle-Wump balanced.     Add an adverb 

Word Types 

Pick out the adjectives in this sentence: 

Early in the morning, brave John found a creepy spider building a cobweb in the 

kitchen and he screamed! 

Plurals? 

thief 

glass 

Prefixes 

(Un- or Dis- or Re-  in front of these to mean the opposite?) 

known 

able 

Punctuation 

Re-write THIS QUESTION SENTENCE using capitals, full stops… Can you hear where comma goes 

when you read It aloud?  Is there one? 



do you think wallsend library is open yet sally 

New Vocabulary 

Find the meaning of this word: 

vigilant 

Thurs 
Writing Edit 
Improve this sentence and use an adverb:  Mrs. Twit waved her stick. 

Word Types 

Pick out the adjectives in this sentence: 

The Roly-Poly Bird fluffed his magnificent, colourful feathers. 

Plurals? 

drink 

tomato 

Prefixes 

(Un- or Dis- or Re-  in front of these to mean the opposite?) 

run 

made 

Punctuation 

Re-write THIS STATEMENT SENTENCE using capitals, full stops… Can you hear where comma goes 

when you read It aloud? 

with a loud yell of horror john fell into the deep hole 

New Vocabulary 

Find the meaning of this word: 

amenable 

Friday 
Writing Edit 
Improve this sentence and use an adverb:  Mrs. Twit cackled. 

Word Types 



Pick out the adjectives and adverbs in this sentence: 

The overturned cup lay on the smelly carpet when Pete dropped it clumsily. 

Plurals? 

toe 

hoof 

roof 

wife 

tomato 

thief  

glass 

Prefixes 

(Un- or Dis- or Re-  in front of these to mean the opposite?) 

known 

made 

run 

able 

connect 

tidy 

apply 

trust 

Punctuation 

Re-write THIS EXCLAMATION SENTENCE using capitals, commas, full stops…  

never in my life have i been so insulted cried jenny 

New Vocabulary 

Remember the meanings of these words? 

amenable               vigilant              rarely              drench 

 

 


